Major Achievements of Sept-2017 at KAPP 3&4

 IC dome Pre-stressing work started on 22.09.2017.
IC dome Pre-stressing is one of the major activities on critical path of
KAPP-3&4 project completion. The pre-stressing and grouting of cables of
Inner containment of KAPP-3 commenced on 22nd Sep 2017.

The post

tensioning pre-stressing system (19 K 15) of 500 MT capacity was adopted in
KAPP-3&4 which includes stressing and grouting of horizontal cables, vertical
cables and Dome cables (C& J type). These cables will be stressed from both
ends as per approved sequence of pre-stressing in 13 stages. Each stage has a
combination of horizontal cables, vertical cables and Dome cables (C& J type).
Grouting of the stressed cables will be done following the stressing sequence to
provide alkaline environment and permanent protection to the post-tensioned
steel against corrosion.

\

 2 nos Steam Generator has been erected in unit#4on 16.09.17.
With erection of balance 2 no. Steam Generators, all four Steam Generators of
unit#4 are erected.

 KAPP#3 both NDCT tower-3A&3B structures construction completed.
The Natural Draught Cooling Tower shell is hyperbolic profile with height of
166 M based on thermal design. Each NDCT is design to dissipate heat load of
790 MW(th) from Condenser Cooling Water & Auxiliary Service Water
systems. The ring raft of the NDCT is of dia 142.00 m. There are 96 nos. raker
columns of Tier-I & Tier-II and 48 nos rectangular pedestals. The NDCT shell
is 1.6 m thick at the bottom, 0.3 m at throat and 0.75 m at the top. NDCT
structures were constructed with the help of jump-form shuttering system which
helped in speeding up construction activities. The tower shell has been
completed in 107 lift with each lift of 1.5 M. The preparatory works,
reinforcement, shuttering & concreting of each lift takes around 2.5 to 3 days on
an average. Cumulative 17200 Cu.M concrete and 2580 MT reinforcement were
used for completion of each shell structure. The total surface area of each Tower
is 90,000 Sq.M.
NDCT-3A completion date : 11/05/2017
NDCT-3B completion date : 04/09/2017

By completion of 2nd NDCT tower-3B of KAPP unit#3, both tower structures
have been completed on 04-09-2017.
 Erection of 258 out of total 784 Feeders in both FM Vaults has been
completed in RB#3 till 27-Sept-17.

 Unit#4Calandria Vault top hatch beam erection completedon 23/09/17.
CV top hatch beam consists of three no. of beams viz. central hatch beam, East
hatch beam and West hatch beam. The erection and alignment of CV top central
hatch beam completed on 19/09/17 after that erection and alignment of east and
west CV top hatch beam was completed successfully on 23/09/17.
 Condenser-B rear side tube seal welding work started in TB#3 on 13/09/2017.

